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I'm fine with it even if it's not in English . It doesn't really matter to me , but I do like having a German dub. The British dub of the film, however, is not considered very good quality. In addition, some of the sound effects are quite odd, some of which are not at all appropriate to the story, like the helicopter. However, I'd recommend this version to any fans of old horror movies. Notes External links
Die, Monster, Die! at SilentEra.net Category:1965 films Category:1965 horror films Category:British films Category:British horror films Category:Italian films Category:Italian horror films Category:Italian-language films Category:Films directed by Lucio Fulci Category:Films scored by Berto Pisano Category:English-language films Category:Films with screenplays by Luciano Vincenzoni
Category:Warner Bros. filmsQ: Oracle - Is there an equivalent to SQL Server / T-SQL OPENQUERY? This is a SQL Server 2008 question, but I believe there is an equivalent in Oracle. I've built a stored procedure that makes use of the OPENQUERY() command in SQL Server. This is the basic syntax for it: CREATE PROCEDURE MyProcedure (@SQL varchar(max)) AS BEGIN SELECT *
FROM OPENQUERY(MyDB, @SQL) END I'd like to do something similar in Oracle, but I can't seem to find the equivalent. I don't really want to make a procedure in Oracle to do this. I'd like to reuse this stored procedure for other stored procedures in a larger database project. Anyone know of an equivalent function or statement in Oracle? Thanks. A: I think you might be looking for the
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE command: SELECT * FROM OPENQUERY(MyDB, '@SQL') I think you are looking for this: SELECT * FROM table(YourDB.yourPackage.YourProcedure('@SQL')); House Republicans passed an ObamaCare repeal bill on Tuesday, and the upper chamber will now take up the legislation to formalize the process of repealing the controversial law. The House passed its
ObamaCare repeal bill Tuesday, marking a 82157476af
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